Laser investigation of bilirubin-photobilirubin photoconversion.
The reversibility of the configurational photoisomerization process of bilirubin (BR) with laser lines in the blue-green spectral region is investigated. Photoisomerization efficiency of BR is found to depend strongly on wavelength, and to decrease when the excitation wavelength is increased from blue to green. Reversion of BR photoisomers (identical to photobilirubin, PBR) back to native BR is demonstrated for several laser lines by irradiating PBR/BR mixtures with wavelengths greater than the excitation wavelengths. Green lines turn out to be very efficient for PBR----BR reversion. The PBR concentrations at photoequilibrium, obtained from the spectrophotometric data, are in close agreement with the corresponding values measured with the high performance liquid chromatography technique in the case of 10 nm bandwidth filtered light reported in the literature. The 457 nm blue laser line produces 32% PBR concentration at photoequilibrium; only 14, 7, and 3% PBR concentrations are produced by the blue-green lines at 488, 501, 514 nm, respectively. The effect on the photostationary PBR/BR mixture of successive irradiations with different wavelengths, and the influence of the wavelength sequence are reported. In the case of blue lines our results support the assumption of the first-order kinetics for the BR in equilibrium PBR photoreaction. Departures are observed with green-lines (501, 514 nm). The present results, together with the i) good clinical efficiency reported for fluorescent green lamps; and ii) slow elimination of configurational photoisomers in infants, tend to confirm the lumirubin-pathway as the main mechanism for phototherapy, and call for clinical investigation of narrow-spectrum lamps with peak emission wavelength in the (biologically safer) 480 divided by 530 nm range.